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I. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A). NATURE OF THE CASE 
This is an appeal from a decision of the Idaho Industrial Commission in a workers' 
compensation case finding Claimant Rodrigo Rodriguez (Claimant) totally and permanently 
disabled. The Commission's 2-1 decision obligates Defendants/Appellants Consolidated Farms 
LLC dba Elk Mountain Farms (Elk Mountain Farms) and its Surety, Indemnity Insurance Co. of 
North America (Surety) to pay Claimant income benefits for the remainder of his life. 
The decision results from the Commission's application of the so-called "odd lot 
doctrine." This appeal challenges whether the Commission properly applied the odd lot doctrine 
to find total permanent disability in this case, where Claimant rejected an opportunity to return to 
work for his long-term employer, Elk Mountain Farms and has not otherwise attempted to return 
to the workforce. Defendants ask this Court to reverse the Commission's decision that Claimant 
has established total permanent disability. 
B). COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
Claimant brought his Workers' Compensation Complaint (R. p.1) seeking an assessment 
of the extent of his permanent disability stemming from an industrial accident occurring on 
September 8, 2010. There was never any dispute about the occurrence of the accident or the 
Defendants' responsibility for payment of benefits to Claimant. At issue in the preceding was the 
extent of Claimant's permanent disability and whether he could properly be considered totally 
and permanently disabled as Claimant contended, or rather partially disabled, as Defendants 
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After Defendants answered the Complaint (R. p.4), the case was assigned to Industrial 
Commission Referee Michael Powers. To accommodate the parties, Referee Powers conducted 
two hearings. The first was held in Boise - where Claimant was then residing - on July 16, 2014 
(Boi. Tr.). Claimant testified at the first hearing. (Boi. Tr. pp.14-71). Thereafter, a second 
hearing was held in Coeur d'Alene on July 23, 2014. (Cd'A. Tr.) At this second hearing the 
Referee heard testimony from Elk Mountain Farms General Manager, Edward "Ed" Atkins Jr. 
(Cd'A Tr. pp. 52-73) and Richard Hunter, a Vocational Consultant employed by the Industrial 
Commission. (Cd' A Tr. pp. 4-51). 
During the hearings the Referee received and admitted the exhibits submitted by the 
parties. Following the second hearing the parties took post-hearing depositions of their respective 
vocational experts, Terry Montague for Claimant and Mary Barros-Bailey for the Defendants. 
After taking the matter under advisement, Referee Powers prepared a proposed decision 
entitled Findings of Fact Conclusions of Law and Recommendation, which was submitted to the 
Commissioners on August 11, 2015. (R. pp. 55-77). The Commission declined to adopt the 
Referee's proposed decision. While the Commission's decision retains most of the Referee's 
factual findings and ultimately reaches the same conclusion, the Commission rewrote significant 
portions of the Referee's proposed decision, including the discussion of application of the odd-
lot doctrine, which is the subject of this appeal. The decision issued by the Commission is a 
relatively rare 2 to 1 decision with a strong dissenting opinion from Commissioner Thomas 
Limbaugh (R. pp. 3 7-41 ). The majority opinion concludes that Claimant is totally and 
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permanently disabled despite the fact that he turned down an offer to return to work for his long 
time employer, Elk Mountain Farms. Employer Elk Mountain Farms and the Surety appeal from 
the Commission's determination that Claimant is totally and permanently disabled. 
C). STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Claimant Roderigo Rodriguez was born in Mexico on 
 He is currently 57 
years of age. Claimant came to this country in 1979, at age 21. He worked in the fields in 
California, Washington and Oregon. In 1989 Claimant came to work for Elk Mountain Farms, in 
northern Idaho. For the next 20+ years he continued in the employ of Elk Mountain Farms. He 
met and married his wife Emma at Elk Mountain Farms. She too was employed by the company. 
The couple had a daughter who basically grew up at Elk Mountain Farms. She attended high 
school in Bonners Ferry. She did well in school and went on to attend Boise State University. 
(Boi. Tr. pp. 16-17, 21-22, 50). 
Growing up in Mexico, Claimant did not have the advantage of a complete education. He 
attended school through the fifth grade, but after the death of his father he had to leave school to 
work to help support the family. (Boi. Tr. p.19). Despite his lack of formal education, Claimant 
is an intelligent fellow who can carry on conversations in English as well as Spanish. (Boi. Tr. 
p.50; Ex. 32, Claimant's depo. p. 27,28). 
Elk Mountain Farms is located in northern most Idaho, near Bonners Ferry. It is a 
component of Consolidated Farms LLC, which is a subsidiary of a subsidiary of Anheuser-Busch 
Corporation. (Cd'A Tr. p. 53). Elk Mountain Farm's primary function is the growing and 
harvesting of hops used in the brewing of the beers produced by Anheuser-Busch. Hops have 
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been grown in the area since the late 1960s, Anheuser-Busch and its affiliated companies have 
been involved in growing hops in North Idaho since the mid-l 980s. Elk Mountain Farms has 
approximately 2000 acres available for cultivation of hops. The acreage in production during any 
given year can vary depending upon the demand for hops. In more recent years, production has 
been expanding. (Cd' A Tr. p. 54). 
Hops are grown and harvested on the property and they are also processed there. The 
processing involves separating the hop cones from the plants, drying the hops in a kiln and 
compressing the dried hops into large bales for transport. (Cd' A Tr. 56-57). 
As one would expect, this is a labor-intensive operation. The farm typically employs 18 
to 25 people on a full-time, year-round basis. However, most of the employees are seasonal. 
Employment expands to 100 to 150 people in the spring and expands again to perhaps 250 
people for the fall harvest. The farm maintains about 100 seasonal employees that it considers 
the "core group." These are people who continue on after the harvest, after most of the harvest 
workers are let go. After the harvest, the core employees do trellis work, tractor work and 
maintenance until the winter months. Mr. Rodriguez was one of the "core group." (Cd'A Tr. pp. 
59-60). As he explained it, he was one of the first to arrive at the farm in the spring and one of 
the last to leave in the falVwinter. One year he worked through the winter. (Boi Tr. p. 25). He 
was always rehired each spring. At the hearing Claimant was asked why he was always rehired. 
He testified: 
A. I understood that I never caused any problems. I understood that to 
be, because I always did good job. I never caused any problems with any 
of the jobs I did. All I learned I did responsibly. That's why I believe that 
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was. (Boi Tr. p. 26 11. l 7). 
Elk Mountain Farms would have no quarrel with that statement. Claimant was always 
considered a good, responsible worker who got along well with his coworkers and supervisors. 
He had, and has a good relationship with the General Manager of Elk Mountain Farms, Ed 
Atkins. (Boi Tr. p.27; Cd' A Tr. p. 62). 
During his 20+ years with Elk Mountain Farms, Claimant learned the entire operation. 
He had experience with operation of the machinery, cultivation of the hops, stringing of the 
threads to train the vines, etc. He basically learned "everything." (Boi Tr. p.24 ). However, 
during the last few years of his employment he was primarily involved with irrigation of the 
crop. Mr. Atkins explained that the farm had gone from a hand line sprinkler irrigation system to 
drip irrigation. The drip irrigation system eliminated the need for irrigation pipes. The pipes were 
replaced by a system that involved using plastic tubing to transport the water to the plants. The 
system operated to irrigate various "zones." The operation was controlled through a series of 
electric valves. For the most part, the system was designed to operate automatically. However, it 
required near constant maintenance to make sure that filters were operating properly, that lines 
and drip tubes were not broken and that the openings in the various drip tubes were clean so that 
the system would irrigate all of the plants. (See Cd' A Tr. pp. 63-65). 
During the growing season, Claimant was in charge of the irrigation system. (Boi Tr. p. 
28). As part of his job duties, he trained and supervised other employees who would assist him 
in maintaining the irrigation system. Mr. Rodriguez would travel about the farm on a four-
wheeler A TV inspecting the plants and the irrigation system to make sure the system was 
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functioning properly and to see that any problems were fixed. (Boi Tr. pp. 28-29; Cd' A Tr. pp. 
65-66). His job was partially supervisory and partially hands-on maintenance of the system. The 
extent to which he became involved in actually making the necessary repairs tended to depend 
on the amount of acres in cultivation, which in turn dictated the number of people assigned to the 
irrigation system. Mr. Atkins testified that he [Mr. Rodriguez] "has anywhere from two to 15 
people working for him through the season." (Cd' A Tr. p.70 11. 8-9). 
During the 2009 growing season the farm had reduced significantly the acres of hops in 
cultivation. One consequence of that was that the farm had lost employees who had knowledge 
of the operation of the farm's irrigation system. This downsizing did not threaten Claimant's job 
and in fact it made him more valuable to the company. This is significant to an understanding of 
Claimant's role at the farm and to an understanding of the farm's desire to keep him on as an 
employee. Elk Mountain Farms General Manager Ed Atkins explained: 
Q. What was Mr. Rodriguez's value to your company, where did it lie? 
A. Like myself and several others at the farm, over time -- hops are a very 
unique crop with unique needs and skill sets that are built over time. 
Roderigo had always shown he was a hard worker, he showed a lot of 
initiative. He had pretty good communications skills in terms of being 
bilingual, and he had built all this process knowledge over time. . . . We 
had - prior to downsizing we had other folks that were familiar with the 
system, but we had lost all of those folks. 
Q. So, he was the guy? 
A. He was the guy .... (Cd' A Tr. p. 68 1. 19- p.69 l. 10). 
Claimant was injured during the harvest season. On September 8, 2010 he was working 
indoors tending to the operation of a large machine used to separate the hops. He attempted to 
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debris from a conveyor using a tool called a cutting hook. In the process, his right hand 
became caught between two rollers on the conveyor belt resulting in a crush injury. (See Boi Tr. 
pp. 30-33). 
After his hand was extricated from the machine Claimant was taken directly to the local 
hospital in Bonners Ferry. After emergency treatment there, he came under the care of Sandpoint 
orthopedic surgeon Brent Leedle, MD. Over the course of several weeks Dr. Leedle did a series 
of surgical procedures on various aspects of Claimant's hand and wrist. (See Ex. 5). 
In November 2010 Dr. Leedle transferred Claimant's care to a Spokane, Washington 
hand surgeon Dr. Kurt Anderson. Over the next several months Claimant attended occupational 
therapy sessions and followed up with Dr. Anderson. (Ex. 7). In the summer of 2011 Dr. 
Anderson did two additional surgical procedures aimed at improving the strength and function of 
Claimant's right hand. (See Ex 8 pp.394-395). 
Throughout this time, Claimant was seeing occupational therapists and was working on 
home exercises to reduce his pain and increase the function of his hand. During the course of his 
recovery, he and his wife were living at Elk Mountain Farms, where his wife continued to work. 
By the late spring of 2011 Industrial Commission Rehabilitation Consultant Richard 
Hunter had begun working with Claimant and the employer. Mr. Hunter was monitoring 
Claimant's medical progress and consulting with Claimant, the employer and Claimant's medical 
providers regarding an eventual return to work. (See generally Cd' A Tr. pp. 10-15). Mr. Hunter 
found the employer to be very accommodating and motivated to get Claimant back to work. The 
employer was willing to explore modifications to Claimant's job or alternative work that might 
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available. (Cd'A p. 13). In addition to consulting with Claimant and the employer Mr. 
Hunter worked with Claimant's occupational therapist towards the potential modification of 
hand tools that Claimant might use in his work. (Cd' A Tr. p. 17). As noted, Claimant typically 
used a four-wheeler for transportation around the farm to inspect the irrigation system. The 
employer planned to modify Claimant's four-wheeler to move the controls to the left side so that 
Claimant could control the ATV with his left arm and hand. (Cd'A Tr. pp. 69). Mr. Hunter's 
work carried into the fall and winter of 2011, at which time Claimant was nearing maximum 
medical improvement from his injury. 
Claimant returned to work part-time on a light duty basis towards the end of the 2011 
season. At that time he was not yet medically stable. In his deposition Claimant recalled 
returning to work for about three weeks. He remembers driving a tractor, a loader and a water 
truck. He had trouble with the loader and water truck but was able to operate the tractor. (Ex 32, 
Claimant's Depo pp.17-18). Overall, Claimant didn't believe the return to work was successful. 
(Boi Tr. p.42). 
Claimant was aware that the employer was attempting to modify his job duties and 
equipment so that he could return to work in the spring of 2012. (Boi Tr. pp. 55-59). 
Claimant had one last surgery, by Dr. Anderson on September 26, 2011. The surgery was 
to correct joint contractures affecting Claimant's fingers. (Ex 8 pp. 398-399). When Claimant 
returned to Dr. Anderson on November 2, 2011 it was noted that he was still having stiffness in 
his fingers. His pain was improving, as was his range of motion at the wrist and elbow. Dr. 
Anderson noted that he thought Claimant was nearing maximum medical improvement. (Ex. 7 
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correspondence with the vocational consultant, Mr. Hunter on December 19, 
2011, Dr. Anderson indicated that no further surgical procedures were planned and that he 
recommended a functional capacity evaluation and an independent medical examination. (Id at p. 
376). 
A Functional Capacity Examination was done on January 9, 2012 by a therapist at 
Bonner General Hospital in Sandpoint. The results indicated that Claimant had difficulties with 
grip and pinch strength and with forceful pulling. As one would expect, Claimant did not 
demonstrate all of the physical capabilities necessary to return to his time-of-injury job on a full 
duty basis. (Ex. 10). However, the goal was to return Claimant to modified work for the 
employer in the spring of 2012. (Cd' A Tr. p. 48). 
Mr. Hunter ran into a couple of barriers in his work with Claimant. First, he indicated that 
he had some difficulty convincing Claimant that a return to work was feasible. Claimant had 
trouble understanding why the employer would return him to work ifhe was unable to do his full 
duties. Mr. Hunter had to work on convincing Claimant that the employer's return to work plans 
were genuine. (Cd'A Tr. pp.20-21). 
Another problem arose from an independent medical examination commissioned by the 
Defendants. Claimant was seen for an IME by R. David Bauer, MD on January 28, 2012. He 
found Claimant medically stable and rated him as having a 57% upper extremity impairment. 
Dr. Bauer produced a report (Ex. 11) that overstated Claimant's limitations. Dr. Bauer 
erroneously restricted Claimant to "sedentary" work. This was not appropriate because Claimant 
had no lower extremity limitations. Dr. Bauer also stated that Claimant was unable to drive, 
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fact Claimant was driving. Ironically, Mr. Hunter received Dr. Bauer's IME report at a 
meeting held at the Department of Labor office with Claimant, who had driven himself to the 
meeting. (Cd' A Tr. pp. 16, 50). 1 
As it turns out, perhaps the most significant barrier to Claimant returning to work for the 
employer was Claimant's family situation. Claimant's daughter had graduated from high school 
and had been accepted to Boise State University. She had moved to Boise. Claimant's wife, who 
is diabetic, had suffered deterioration of her vision to the point where she was no longer able to 
continue working. (Boi Tr. pp.60-61). Accordingly, while the employer and the vocational 
consultant were exploring return to work opportunities for Claimant in the spring of 2012, 
Claimant's family situation was pushing him to consider moving to Boise to join his daughter. 
Claimant was offered a job with the employer in the spring of 2012. It was anticipated 
that his four-wheeler would be modified to allow for left-hand control. An employee would have 
been assigned to assist Claimant with his irrigation duties. Essentially Claimant would have 
traveled the farm with the assistant. Claimant would have identified any breakdowns in the 
system, flagged them if necessary and the assistant would have done the repairs. This really 
would not have involved a significant reallocation of labor. The farm was gearing up production 
and there were several employees already working with and for Claimant in maintaining the 
irrigation system. (Cd' A Tr. pp.68-70). A written job offer was sent to Claimant. (Ex 24 p. 
1 Dr. Bauer subsequently removed the "sedentary" work restriction and acknowledged that it was erroneous. (Ex 11 
p. 452). Claimant's ability to drive was later certified by an occupational therapist at Kootenai Medical Center. (Ex. 
12) 
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685).2 Claimant, who by this time had retained counsel, declined the job offer via a letter from 
his attorney. (Ex 24 p. 685). Claimant and his wife moved to Boise in the spring of 2012 to join 
their daughter. 
After the move to Boise, arrangements were made for Claimant to treat with physical 
medicine physician Kevin Krafft, MD. Dr. Krafft evaluated Claimant, rated him for impairment 
and managed his medications. (See Ex. 14). 
At Dr. Krafft's request, a second Functional Capacity Assessment was done by a 
therapist at St. Alphonsus Rehabilitation (STARS). (Ex 15). Claimant's function was found to 
have improved significantly. The therapist, Suzanne Kelly, PT found that Claimant had the 
ability to function at a "Medium Duty" work level. In the assessment Claimant demonstrated that 
he could perform simple grasping with his right hand frequently and firm grasping occasionally. 
He could occasionally carry 24 pounds with his right upper extremity and 37 pounds with his left 
upper extremity. (Ex 15). In short, Claimant's functional status had improved in the months 
since he was evaluated in North Idaho. 
Dr. Krafft rated Claimant as having a 62% impairment of the upper extremity, equating to 
37% impairment of the whole person. (Ex 14 p. 483). Based on the Functional Capacity 
Assessment done at St. Alphonsus Rehabilitation, Dr. Krafft restricted Claimant from lifting 
more than 50 pounds with both hands, and 35 pounds overhead. He was to do no more than 15 
pounds lifting with his right hand overhead and was to limit pushing and pulling to no more than 
75 pounds. Claimant was not precluded from doing frequent simple grasping with the right hand. 
2 The employer sends these written job offers to all of the seasonal employees who they wish to have back for the 
next season. 
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483). 
After moving to Boise Claimant did not return to work, nor did he ever look for work. 
(Boi Tr. p.60). He assists his wife around the house with the cooking, cleaning etc. Claimant is 
able to drive. He does the grocery shopping and pays the bills. (Ex 32, Claimant's Depo p. 33). 
He does not require narcotic pain medications (See Ex 14). 
After Claimant's move to Boise, Claimant's Industrial Commission vocational file was 
transferred from Mr. Hunter to consultant Teresa Ballard. Ms. Ballard met with Claimant and 
reviewed his recent medical records. She also contacted the employer and was able to verify that 
Claimant is still eligible to return to work for Elk Mountain Farms. (Ex 27 p. 761). The employer 
still wants him back ifhe decides he wants to return. (Cd' A Tr. pp. 72, 73). 
II. 
ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
Did the Industrial Commission err in its application of the "odd lot doctrine" in finding 
Claimant to be totally and permanently disabled despite Claimant's rejection of a viable offer to 
return to work for his time-of-injury employer? 
Did the Industrial Commission err in determining that it would have been "futile" for 
Claimant to make any job search, given Claimant's residual physical abilities and the employer's 
job offer to Claimant? 
III. 
ARGUMENT 
A). THE ST AND ARD OF REVIEW 
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When the Supreme Court reviews a decision of the Industrial Commission, it exercises 
free review over questions of law but reviews questions of fact only to determine whether 
substantial and competent evidence supports the Commission's findings. Seufert v. Larson, 137 
Idaho 589, 51 P.3d 403 (2002); Ogden v. Thompson, 128 Idaho 87, 910 P.2d 759 (1996). 
Substantial and competent evidence is "relevant evidence which a reasonable mind might accept 
to support a conclusion." Boise Orthopedic Clinic v. Idaho State Ins. Fund (In re Wilson) 128 
Idaho 161, 164, 911 P.2d 754, 757 (1996). Where evidence is uncontroverted, the Court may 
freely review the Commission's application of the law to the uncontroverted evidence. Paul/as 
v. Andersen Excavating, 113 Idaho 156, 157, 158, 742 P.2d 411,412,413 (1987). 
B). THE HISTORY OF THE "ODD-LOT DOCTRINE" 
Traditionally, total and permanent disability was determined by whether an injured 
worker's permanent physical impairment from an industrial accident (expressed as a percentage 
of the whole body), coupled with applicable non-medical factors, such as age, education, work 
experience, etc. totaled 100% disability. If the injured worker could meet the burden of 
establishing 100% disability, he or she was entitled to total permanent disability; i.e. payment of 
lifetime income benefits. If the proof fell short of establishing 100% disability the injured 
worker was entitled to permanent partial disability benefits equivalent to the established 
percentage of disability. 
In this case, the Industrial Commission and its Referee considered whether Claimant had 
established total permanent disability through the traditional "I 00% method." The Commission 
considered the nature and extent of Claimant's injury, the extent of his permanent physical 
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impairment and all of the applicable non-medical factors and concluded that Claimant's proof 
fell short of establishing total permanent disability. In fact, the proof fell well short. Claimant 
was determined to have a permanent partial disability of 57% of the whole person, inclusive of 
his permanent impairment (R. pg. 32, 75). This finding is consistent with the highest l~vel of 
permanent partial disability found by vocational expert Mary Barros-Bailey, when she evaluated 
Claimant's disability using the most restrictive set of permanent work restrictions - those derived 
from the North Idaho FCE. (See R. p. 25, Depo., Mary Barros-Bailey pp. 17-18). Application of 
the physical restrictions suggested by the more recent St. Alphonsus' evaluation produced a 
lesser permanent partial disability. (Id.) 
Despite this finding of 57% permanent partial disability, the Industrial Commission went 
on to award total permanent disability benefits under the "odd-lot doctrine." 
The odd-lot doctrine is a creature of judicial creation. The Court will find no reference to 
it the Worker's Compensation Act. The odd-lot approach to total permanent disability appears to 
have made it first appearance in Idaho jurisprudence in 1977 in the cases of Lyons v. Idaho 
Special Indemnity Fund, 98 Idaho 403, 565 P.2d 1360 (1977) and Francis v. Amalgamated Sugar 
Co., 98 Idaho 407, 565 P.2d 1364 (1977). These cases provided what was then a limited 
exception to the 100% method. It applied to certain individuals who, even though not 100% 
disabled, were so limited that a return to work was not reasonably possible. Lyons established 
the parameters for this exception to the tradition method of proving total permanent disability. 
The odd-lot doctrine was to apply to those who are "so handicapped that they will not be 
employed regularly in any well-known branch of the labor market absent the sympathy of a 
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particular employer or friends, temporary good luck or superhuman effort on their part." Lyons, 
98 Idaho at 406, 565 P.2d at 1363. 
Where, as in this case, the evidence is conflicting as to the extent of Claimant's 
permanent disability, it is Claimant who bears the burden of proving a prirna facie case that he 
falls into the odd-lot category. Lyons, supra; Francis, supra. The employee's burden of proof in 
attempting to establish odd-lot status is to prove the unavailability of suitable work. Dumaw v. 
J.L. Norton Logging, 118 Idaho 150, 153, 795 P .2d 312, 315 (1990). (Emphasis added); Huerta 
v. School Distr. No. 431, 116 Idaho 43, 47, 773 P.2d 1130, 1134 (1989). 
If, and only if, the injured worker succeeds in meeting this burden of proving the 
unavailability of suitable work can he make out a prirna facie case of odd-lot status. If a 
claimant succeeds in proving that prirna facie case, the burden is said to shift to the employer to 
establish the existence of work for claimant. See Lyons, supra. 
Initially, following the judicial adoption of the odd-lot doctrine in Lyons, there were two 
methods by which an injured worker could meet his burden of proving the unavailability of 
suitable work. Both involved actually making an effort to return to work. An injured worker 
could show unavailability of suitable work by showing what other types of work he had 
attempted, or he could offer proof that others (be they employment agencies, Job Search or 
vocational counselors) had conducted a job search on the injured worker's behalf and found that 
suitable work was unavailable. See e.g., Gordon v. West, 103 Idaho 100, 645 P.2d 334 (1982). 
There the Court explained: 
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A Claimant must do more than assert that he cannot perform his 
previous type of employment to qualify as an "odd-lot" worker. As 
in the Lyons case, he must show what other types of employment 
he has attempted. The Commission, as the fact finder, must 
consider whether the Claimant has tried and could not perform 
other work. In the absence of such a showing, Claimant failed to 
establish that there was no suitable occupation available to him. 
Gordon, 103 Idaho at 104,105,645 P.2d at 338, 339. 
The case law thus required that in order to make out a prima facie case of total permanent 
disability under the odd-lot doctrine the injured worker had to, at very least, have made some 
effort to return to work or look for work. This is not a senseless or unreasonable expectation. 
Claimants needed to show a reasonable attempt to return to work. 
Then, along came Mr. Schuyler Carey. Mr. Carey had reinjured his lower back in a 
lifting incident while working for the Clearwater County Road Department. His injury, 
combined with the effects of his prior lower back problems rendered him totally disabled. Mr. 
Carey's case at this Court, Carey v. Clearwater County Road Dept., 107 Idaho 109, 686 P.2d 54 
(1984) is most notable in workers' compensation circles for its announcement of a process by 
which responsibility for total permanent disability is to be apportioned between the Employer 
and the Industrial Special Indemnity Fund- the so called "Carey Formula." However, the Carey 
decision is otherwise significant because the proof was that following his industrial accident, Mr. 
Carey had not made any significant effort to return to work. He may have made a few inquiries, 
but that was all. This would ordinarily have been fatal to his claim for total permanent disability 
under the odd-lot doctrine. However, the Industrial Commission and then the Court excused Mr. 
Carey from supplying proof of an attempt to return to work because Mr. Carey's injuries were so 
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severe and the prospects for returning to work in his community were so limited that it would 
have been futile for him to make such an attempt. Carey, 107 Idaho at 113,686 P.2d at 58. 
What started out as an exception for Mr. Carey in his particular circumstance has evolved 
over the years into a "third method" for claimants to make out a prima facie case of odd-lot 
status. The current case law now holds that there are three methods by which Claimant can meet 
the requirement of the prima facie case: (1) by showing what other types of employment he has 
attempted: (2) by showing that he or vocational counselors, employment agencies, or the Job 
Service on his behalf have searched for other work and that other work has not been available, 
or; (3) by showing that efforts to find suitable employment would have been futile. See, Dumaw 
v. JL. Norton Logging, supra. 
Just like the odd-lot exception to the 100% rule, the futility exception has tended over the 
years to become more and more prominent in cases involving claims of total and permanent 
disability. We now see claimants attempt to make out a prima facie case under the odd-lot 
doctrine simply by hiring an expert witness vocational consultant to say the magic words that a 
job search would have been futile. This case is an example of that approach. Of the four 
vocational consultants involved in this case, only the expert witness retained by Claimant's 
attorney found that a job search would have been "futile." 
As noted above, this case produced a rare dissenting op1mon from Industrial 
Commissioner Limbaugh. Commissioner Limbaugh makes an excellent point, noting that the 
"futility prong" of the odd-lot doctrine is (or certainly should be) the most difficult approach to 
proving odd-lot status. It is (or should be) "an extremely onerous burden and one that should not 
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lightly." (R. p.38). Unfortunately, in this case the Commission misapplied the odd-lot 
doctrine and excused Claimant from any meaningful burden of proving his disability. 
C). CLAIMANT DID NOT ESTABLISH THAT A JOB SEARCH WOULD HA VE BEEN 
"FUTILE." 
Of the three possible methods for Claimant to make out a prima fade case of odd-lot 
status, the first two are inapplicable and the Industrial Commission so found. The Commission 
found: "Claimant cannot show that he has attempted other types of employment without success, 
or that others have searched for work on his behalf and have been unable to identify any suitable 
employment." (R. p. 32). Thus, the only avenue open to Claimant was an attempt to prove that 
looking for work would have been futile. (Id.). In this case, however, not only did 
Claimant not look for work, he actually turned down a viable return-to-work offer from his long-
term employer. These Defendants are not aware of any prior decision from the Industrial 
Commission or from this Court, where odd-lot status was found despite a legitimate, viable 
return-to-work offer having been rejected by the injured worker. The Commission's decision 
cites no such precedent. In that regard, this may be a case of first impression. On the record of 
this case, the Commission's determination that a work search was futile cannot withstand 
scrutiny. 
As discussed above, before Claimant left north Idaho a vocational consultant employed 
by the Idaho Industrial Commission, Mr. Richard Hunter worked with Claimant, the employer, 
the Department of Labor and Claimant's medical providers. The goal was to return Claimant to 
work at Elk Mountain Farms the spring of 2012. This goal is entirely consistent with the 
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"Reemployment Model" that is the foundation of the work done by the Industrial Commission's 
rehabilitation consultants. They are to work initially towards returning an injured worker to his 
time-of-injury job with his time-of-injury employer. If that is not possible, the goal becomes to 
return the injured worker to another position with the time-of-injury employer. In the event that 
that is not possible, the consultants attempt to facilitate a return to work for another employer. 
(Cd'A Tr. p.7). 
This case, Mr. Hunter found a time-of-injury employer that was genuinely interested in 
returning Claimant to work after he recovered from his injuries. The employer was willing to 
accommodate Claimant to the extent of modifying equipment and rearranging job assignments in 
order to have Claimant return to work. The employer was prepared to do whatever was necessary 
to return Claimant to work. (Cd' A Tr. pp. 68-70). The employer was most interested in his 
expertise and experience, not his physical capabilities. Mr. Hunter found that Elk Mountain 
Farms desire to return Claimant to work was genuine. "They truly wanted to bring him back, he 
was part of the team, had been for a long time." (Cd'A Tr. p. 19, 11 9-11). As discussed above, 
Mr. Hunter worked with Claimant's physicians and therapists, he consulted with Claimant and 
the employer with the intent of returning Claimant to work for Elk Mountain Farms in the spring 
of 2012. These return to work efforts ultimately failed because Claimant decided not to make 
any attempt to return to work in the spring of 2012. This only became evident as the season was 
approaching. In his effort to coordinate Claimant's return to work in the spring season, Hunter 
scheduled a meeting with Claimant and the employer to discuss the details of Claimant's return 
to work. Mr. Hunter traveled to the employer's premises for this meeting only to find that 
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Claimant would not attend, on advice of his attorney. (Cd'A Tr. p. 23; R. p. 18). 
After hearing the testimony from Claimant, from Mr. Hunter and from the employer's 
General Manager, the Referee made a specific finding that the employer's job offer to Claimant 
in the spring of2012 was genuine. "The Referee finds that the offer was legitimate and extended 
to Claimant out of Employer's desire to retain Claimant as a valuable employee." (R. p. 74). 
This finding was not questioned by the Industrial Commission. (R. p. 29, 35). As noted earlier, 
Claimant refused the employer's job offer via a letter from his attorney. (R. p. 29; Ex.24 p. 684). 
It is important to note that Claimant's rejection of the employer's job offer was not the 
end of his return to work opportunities. After Claimant moved to Boise in the spring of 2012, he 
came under the care of Dr. Kevin Krafft. Dr. Krafft both evaluated and treated Claimant. At Dr. 
Krafft's recommendation a second functional capacity evaluation was done by a therapist 
associated with St. Alphonsus. This FCE was done in January 2013. It was found to be a valid 
representation of Claimant's abilities. It was found that Claimant's functional status had 
improved significantly since the earlier FCE was in north Idaho. (Ex 15). After reviewing the 
FCE results Dr. Krafft released Claimant to return to work that allowed for simple grasping with 
his injured hand. Claimant was allowed to lift up to 50 pounds with both hands, up to 35 pounds 
occasionally overhead with both hands, and 15 pounds occasionally overhead with his right 
hand. Dr. Krafft authorized Claimant to return to work full eight hour days. (Ex. 14 p. 483). For 
a man in his mid-50s, these are not the type of physical restrictions that preclude one from 
returning to work. 
The Defendant's vocational expert, Mary Barros-Bailey opined that there were return to 
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opportunities for Claimant in the Boise area. She testified that if he were motivated to 
return to work he would be able to find something and that it was not futile for him to look for 
work. She bolstered that testimony with examples of individuals far more seriously injured who 
she was able to place in agricultural work. (Depo. Barros-Bailey pp. 15, 19-20). 
As noted, the only vocational consultant who concluded that a work search would be 
futile was Claimant's retained expert, Terry Montague. Mr. Montague's work in this case was 
roundly criticized in the Commission's opinion, which finds that his approach and conclusions 
were not entirely objective. (R. pp. 29, 30). 
Nonetheless, the Commission concluded that Claimant had established aprimafacie case 
of odd-lot status under the "path of futility." (R. p.33 para. 70). In reaching this conclusion the 
Commission seems to ignore its earlier finding that the employer had made a bona fide job offer 
to Claimant, which Claimant rejected. Instead, the Commission portrays Claimant as merely an 
unskilled laborer and engages in a discussion as to whether other employers would prefer 
younger more physically able workers. (Id.). In this way, the Commission reaches two 
conclusions that are impossible to reconcile; i.e. that Claimant rejected a legitimate job offer 
from the employer and that a job search by Claimant would be "futile." This is error, born of 
result-oriented fact-finding. 
D). THE DEFENDANTS PROVED THE EXISTANCE OF SUITABLE EMPLOYMENT 
Although these Defendants certainly take issue with the Commission's "futility" finding, 
that particular finding was not determinative of the question of Claimant's disability status. It 
simply allowed Claimant's claim of odd-lot status to proceed. It allowed the Commission's 
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majority to conclude that Claimant had established a prima facie case of odd-lot status. The 
Defendants still had an opportunity to prove the existence of suitable employment for Claimant. 
See: Lyons, Dumaw and Carey, supra. It is on this issue where the result-oriented nature of the 
opinion becomes most apparent. 
There should be no doubt whatsoever that the Defendants proved the existence of suitable 
employment opportunities for Claimant. In fact, it is difficult to imagine better proof than what 
was offered. Claimant had a written job offer to return to work for a large employer with whom 
he had been employed for over 20 years. As large as Elk Mountain Farms may be, it is but a 
subsidiary of Anheuser-Busch Corporation, which employs thousands of people and has for 
decades. It is truly difficult to imagine a more stable job opportunity for someone in Claimant's 
position. 
The Commission's treatment of the employer's job offer was clearly erroneous. The 
Commission noted that it was incumbent upon Defendants to prove some kind of suitable work 
was regularly and continuously available to Claimant and to meet this proof it was necessary to 
introduce evidence of the existence of an "actual job" that Claimant was able to perform. (R. p. 
35). The Commission found that the employer's job offer was legitimate and it met the "actual 
job" requirement. But, the Commission went on to hold that there was a lack of proof that the 
job was "suitable" and "continuously available." (R. pp. 35-36). In reaching these conclusions, 
the Commission appears to have abandoned any pretense of basing the opinion on the factual 
record. 
With regard to suitability of the work, the proof was that the job being offered to 
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Claimant was essentially his time-of-injury job with any necessary modifications to account for 
his post-injury physical limitations. He had been doing this work for years. He knew the work 
and accommodations were not an issue. The Commission held that it was "unclear whether the 
actual job is "suitable"." This was because, according to the Commission, it was "impossible to 
know" whether Claimant had the physical ability to perform the work. (R. p. 35). The 
Commission's Referee offered a clearer, but no more logical, explanation of why there might be 
doubt as to the suitability of the work. 
The Referee finds that the offer was legitimate and extended to 
Claimant out of Employer's desire to retain Claimant as a valuable 
employee. Whether Claimant could have performed the essential 
functions of his preinjury position with modifications 1s 
speculative; Claimant never tried. (R. p. 74, emphasis added). 
This conclusion turns the traditional application of the odd-lot doctrine on its head. 
Traditionally, this Court required claimants seeking odd-lot status to come to the Commission 
with proof of their legitimate attempts to return to work. The Commission's finding in this case 
actually rewards Claimant for not attempting a return to work when an actual job was offered to 
him. Claimant's refusal to attempt the return to work, in the Commission's view, creates a 
situation where it cannot be proven that the work was "suitable." This conclusion is factually 
incorrect because of the proof of the employer's willingness to accommodate Claimant's 
restrictions. Moreover, it is bad policy. In an effort to help out this particular Claimant, the 
Commission has created a very poor precedent that should not be allowed to stand. In view of 
the Commission's treatment of this job offer, one must wonder how an employer could ever 
supply adequate proof of "suitability" of a proposed job if the claimant refused to attempt the 
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Even worse is the Commission's conclusion as to whether the employer's return to work 
offer constituted work that was "regularly and continuously available." In this regard, the 
Commission discussed the testimony from Elk Mountain Farms General Manager explaining that 
employment levels can fluctuate depending upon the market demands for hops. (R. p. 35, 36). 
The proof in the record was that despite these fluctuations Claimant had always been rehired 
every season for over 20 years and had become one of the farm's "core employees." (R. p. 27). 
Again, it is hard to imagine a more stable situation for Claimant than a return to work for Elk 
Mountain Farms. Yet, the Commission found a lack of proof that the employment at Elk 
Mountain Farms would be "regularly and continuously available." The Commission gets to this 
result by resorting to speculation. The Commission speculates that a future downturn in the 
demand for hops might cause the employer to need fewer employees, which in tum might 
threaten Claimant's employment in the future - even though this had not occurred in the 20+ 
year history of Claimant's employment. Specifically, the Commission speculated: 
However, it does not seem unreasonable to suppose that the same 
factors which drove the decrease in production in 2010 might arise 
again in the future, leaving employer without the luxury of treating 
Claimant's position as largely supervisory in nature. (R. p. 36, 
emphasis added). 
Having thus made a guess about future hop demand and its effect on Elk Mountain Farms 
future operations, the Commission continues: 
On this evidence, we cannot conclude that Defendants have met 
their burden of proving that suitable work is "regularly and 
continually available" to Claimant, notwithstanding that 
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Employer's current offer of employment is legitimate and sincere. 
(R. p. 36, emphasis added). 
With due respect to the Commission, its supposition as to the potential effect of future 
market conditions is not evidence at all. It is speculation. The evidence is, in fact, quite contrary 
to the Commission's speculation. Despite fluctuations in the demand for hops and fluctuations 
in the employer's hiring, Claimant had always been rehired. The Commission's conclusion that 
this might change in the future clearly contradicts both the evidence and the Commission's own 
findings as to the legitimacy and sincerity of the employer's job offer. 
Again, the Commission's conclusion would establish a very poor precedent. Just what is 
it that the Commission requires to establish regular and continuous employment? If a written job 
offer from a large employer with whom Claimant had worked for 20+ years does not qualify, 
then what would? Short of a written guarantee of lifetime employment - which does not exist in 
the real world - the employer's job offer to Claimant was about as good as it gets. Defendants 
would respectfully submit that if the Commission's decision is allowed to stand on these facts, 
the bar will have been set so high that no offer of reemployment after an industrial accident 
could ever meet the Commission's standard. 
Clearly, the Commission felt some sympathy for Claimant and had some empathy for his 
situation. The Defendants do not fault the Commission for that. However, the Commission did 
not have a factual record before it that would justify an award of total permanent disability 
benefits. Claimant had a viable opportunity to return to work at Elk Mountain Farms, and he still 
does. He has alternative options as well. In order to find Claimant totally and permanently 
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u,.,,:.un.,u the Commission had to overlook the weight of the factual evidence in the record and 
had to resort to speculation as to potential future events. While the Commission's effort to help 
Claimant is understandable, it is not supportable. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
There is no doubt that Claimant Rodrigo Rodriguez suffered a serious injury in his 
industrial accident at Elk Mountain Farms. There should also be no doubt that his employer did 
everything it was supposed to do in response to this unfortunate accident. The employer and its 
surety paid for Claimant's medical treatment and paid his income benefits while he was 
recovering from his injury. The employer continued to furnish Claimant with housing while he 
was recovering from his injury. The employer made every attempt to facilitate a successful 
return to work. The employer did this with the recognition that Claimant was a very valuable 
employee to the company. During Claimant's 20+ years of experience in the employ of Elk 
Mountain Farms he had basically learned the entire operation and held specific responsibility for 
operating the irrigation system that made him very difficult to replace. 
Claimant made a voluntary decision not to return to work in the spring of 2012, when 
employment was offered to him, and he has not made any return to work efforts since that time. 
Although the Defendants understand Claimant's decision to leave Bonners Ferry and moved to 
Boise, the fact remains that Claimant was and still is employable in Elk Mountain Farm's hop 
growing operation. He likewise had alternative employment options in the Treasure Valley that 
were not pursued. He is not totally and permanently disabled under any theory. 
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The Industrial Commission's decision awarding Claimant total permanent disability 
benefits under the odd-lot doctrine is flawed by both factual and legal error and should be 
reversed. Thereafter, it would not be necessary for this Court to remand the case to the 
Commission for further consideration of total permanent disability. Since Claimant does not 
qualify under the odd-lot doctrine, he has not established total permanent disability. The 
Commission has determined Claimant's partial disability to be 57% of the whole person, 
inclusive of his permanent impairment. (R. p.32). This Court should uphold that finding and 
require the Defendants to pay partial disability benefits accordingly. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 26th day of February, 2016. 
BOWEN & BAILEY, LLP 
--------_. ~ 
L, ___ --::2 ~ ~~:.-.::::_-:._ 
~SCOTT WIGLE ~ 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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